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TSpeaker is a Complete new iOS Text-to-Speech App Users Will Love to Use
Published on 11/06/15
Duo-Pisces announces TSpeaker 1.0 for iOS devices, a text-to-speech app which can speak
out loud any text in all the languages an iOS device supports. The text length can be
either a short sentence or a lengthy story. For a short sentence, it is good for learning
to speak foreign languages. For the lengthy text, TSpeaker can be used as a story reader
when the story file can be loaded into TSpeaker by an email attachment. Furthermore,
TSpeaker will highlight each word currently being spoken.
Rochester, New York - Duo-Pisces today is pleased to announce the release of TSpeaker 1.0
for iOS devices. TSpeaker is a text-to-speech app which can speak out loud any text in all
the languages that iOS devices support. The text length can be either a short sentence or
a lengthy story. For a short sentence, it is good for learning to speak foreign languages.
For the lengthy text, TSpeaker can be used as a story reader when the story file can be
loaded into TSpeaker by an email attachment.
Furthermore, TSpeaker will highlight each word currently being spoken so that it is easier
for a user to learn the language. The voice of the speaker can also be personalized such
as the speed, pitch and volume.
"With TSpeaker, learning to speak foreign languages is fun, and it has also limited
intelligence to speak different languages in the same paragraph such as a paragraph with
mixed English and other language when the device is set in that language." explained
Christine Wang, the co-founder of Duo-Pisces.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 6.0 for later
* Optimized for iPad Pro
* 0.8 MB
Pricing and Available:
TSpeaker 1.0 is $0.99 USD (or equivalent amounts in other currencies), and is available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities Category.
TSpeaker 1.0:
http://www.duo-pisces.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/tspeaker/id1039641455
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/ba/51/92/ba5192b0-98a9-878e-1322-2330d1bfa5dc/sc
reen322x572.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/e6/1b/38/e61b385c-b585-52deb881-669433ce7f6c/icon175x175.jpeg

Duo-Pisces is an Indie iOS Development Company located in beautiful Finger Lake region,
New York. The company is owned by Christine Wang. Copyright (C) 2015 Duo-Pisces. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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